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by Warren Burt

Process Pack:
    Sound Modification Tools

From Wellspring Music  price: Introductory Offer Price, £47 GBP.

Richard Orton and Archer Endrich are
two of the people behind the
legendary Composers’ Desktop Project
software. This is a set of over 400
sound processing tools, which was
developed in the 1980s, and is still
expanding today.
(www.composersdesktop.com) Orton
is also the developer of Tabula
Vigilans, an algorithmic composition
program mostly oriented towards
producing written musical scores.
Their latest effort, Process Pack
(www.wellspringmusic.net/),
combines these interests into a
package of easily usable, non-real-
time sound processing tools, in which
the composing power of Tabula
Vigilans can be applied to the shaping
of sound samples. At this stage of
development, the program consists of
nine processes within a common
interface: Dispersal, Echo, FilterBank,
Hover, Pan/Spin, PlayMix, Pyramid,
ReMix, and Wraith, plus the utility
programs Audition and Reverse. Each
program has unique capabilities, and
each is designed to seamlessly
integrate with the others.

The program is non-real-time, which
means that one specifies a sound file
to work on, then makes adjustments
in the parameters to the program, and

waits while the computer calculates
the results. One then listens to the
resulting sound, and makes further
modifications on the basis of what is
heard. The resulting sound can then
be modified by any of the other
programs. Most of the off-line
processing is very quick, although
some processes (such as Dispersal), if
used to make long sound files with
lots of modifications, can take
considerable time (up to several
minutes). But since one is working
off-line, away from the time demands
of live performance, this is not too
much of a problem. The only part of
the program which does work in real-
time is PlayMix,
which gives you
an Ableton-Live
like grid of
buttons to select
and play any of
the sound-files
in your selected
directory.
PlayMix lets you
select any sound
file, or any
combination of
sound files ,to
hear the results.
If you like what
you hear, you

can save the results of your
performance into a Mixfile, which has
two forms, both as a .wav file, and as
a text file. If you want to edit the
results of your performance, the
ReMix function allows you to edit the
resulting text file, and make a new

.wav file of the revised mix. Here’s an
example of how PlayMix looks:
Mostly, though, Process Pack is not
designed as a performance program,
but as one where you can experiment
with modifying sounds and radically
transforming them in an overall
composition-oriented environment.
Here is a summary of the processes,
and what they do:

http://www.composersdesktop.com
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Audition: This is a simple utility that
enables you to play the sounds you
make in Process Pack out of your
selected soundcard.

Reverse: Another simple utility, it
simply reverses your desired sound.

Dispersal: This is the most complex
(and powerful) of the processes, and
one that takes considerable time to
learn. The time spent learning it is
worthwhile, because it can do so
many things. Basically, Dispersal is a
highly controlled granulator. You can
chop up your original sound into any
number (up to 999) of fragments,
control the length of those fragments,
how the length of those fragments
changes over time (randomly, getting
shorter, getting longer), where those
fragments come from in your original
sound file, how they are arrayed in
time, how the fragments are
transposed (or not), and if the
fragments are modulated internally or
not. All the transpositions and
modulations can follow a number of
preset shapes, such as making a
wedge shape, starting with no
transpositions and ending with
fragments transposed over a wide
(user-specified) range, or, if you’re so
inclined, you can draw your own

shapes to
determine
transpositions.
Similarly, each
fragment can
be modulated
internally, and
you can either
use preset
shapes (think
of them as
LFOs of a
kind) or you
can, again,
draw your own.
You can also
transpose

fragments onto a harmonic grid (that
you specify), or specify a sequence of
pitches for the fragments to follow.
With all this power, Dispersal offers a
lot of possibilities, and will give you
many hours of fun exploration. A look
at the interface for Dispersal will give
an idea of the many opportunities it
offers.

Hover: This is another of the very
powerful tools in Process Pack. This
one is much easier to learn than
Dispersal, but its results are often
much more surprising. The principle is
simple. Specify a length and location
for a fragment of a sound file. This
fragment will then be looped,
forwards then backwards, to make a
new waveform. So far, so simple. But

now you can draw graphs for how the
length of this fragment changes,
where it comes from, and how much
random variation will be applied to
each of the fragment length and
location parameters, and how that
random variation will change over
time. With this module, you can get
everything from successions of tiny
buzzing sounds (derived from very
small loop lengths) to elaborate re-
orderings of recognizable fragments of
your original sound. It’s another very
powerful tool, and one that richly
yields a wide variety of sonic results.
I’ve been working with both Dispersal
and Hover for several months now,
and I’m nowhere near the end of
exploring their results.

http://www.composersdesktop.com
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FilterBank: This processes your sound
with a bank of up to 100 band-pass
filters. You can set the overall Q (or
sharpness) of the bands, and specify a
frequency and amplitude for each
band, or you can have the program
generate a set of frequencies for you.
Because the Q can be specified over
such a wide range (from barely
detectable to so sharp that only one
frequency is heard per band), this can
yield everything from mild coloration
to total transformation of the sound.

Wraith: This is another kind of filter,
but this one allows you to extract the
bottom partials of a sound (up to 32,
but lower numbers work best) using a
Fast-Fourier Transform process. You
can also then choose to invert those
frequencies, and specify frequency
around which the inversion will take
place. This is an interesting way to
turn a sound “upside down,” and can
also yield ghostly sounds which can be
heard as an echo of the source sound.

Pan/Spin: This is a
module which moves
sound in stereo space,
again with lots of
parameters to specify.
Pan allows many kinds,
speeds and depths of
panning; while Spin
allows you to specify
starting and ending
speeds of your
spinning, along with
the direction and
starting position of
your sound. It’s very
effective, creating a
wide variety of kinds
of sound movement.

Echo: This is a highly
controllable reverb unit.
You can specify input
gain, rolloff, the

average delay and the number of
reflections for the reverb. Again, this
offers great scope for placing sound in
imaginary environments.

Pyramid: With this process, you can
mix together up to 32 copies of your
original sound, each transposed to a
pitch level you set. This uses normal

“tape-type” transposition, so higher
sounds will be shorter, lower sounds
longer. These sounds are then mixed
together into one of three different

“pyramid” shapes: With all sounds
starting together, with all sounds
ending together, and with sounds
stacked so that the beginnings and
endings are symmetrically displaced.
This can quickly make very thick
textures, or widely dispersed
harmonic fields with many
simultaneous tempi.

PlayMix and ReMix: These were
mentioned above. They provide a
means of playing with your sounds in
real time, experimenting with different
combinations of them. You can save

your improvisations
as wave files or text
files, and ReMix
gives you the option
of editing your files.

Here’s the interface
for the overall
program. It
contains two side by
side windows, one
with a list of sound
files, the other with
a list of processes.
You double click on
a sound file, then
single click the
process you want to
apply. The larger
horizontal window
at the bottom tells
you what the
programs are doing
and the progress of
the modification.

So much for the
processes in the
program. How
might one use it?  Here’s a story of
how I used the program on Thursday,
2 June. Early in the morning, I went
down to Port Melbourne pier to enjoy
the view of the Bay, and the early
morning sunlight. While on the pier,
using a sound recording app on my
phone, I recorded a bit of the ambient
sound, which included some rhythmic
hammering on metal and a distant
train whistle. I then transferred the
sound from my phone to my netbook,
which I happened to have with me. I
then got onto the tram for the 70
minute ride across the city from Port
Melbourne to my place of employment.
I decided that, working on
headphones, I would modify a ten
second segment of the Port recording
with Process Pack, using the results in
a piece. Once I’d reached work, I
would stop modifying sounds, and use
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only the sounds I made on the tram in
the resulting piece.

Unfortunately, my headphones were
pretty acoustically transparent, and
the tram sounds were rather loud. I
found myself composing sounds with
the sounds of the tram as a barrier
between me what I wanted to hear.
Undeterred, I decided to take this as a
challenge, or an opportunity to

“compose blind” or “almost blind,” and
proceeded. After all, my teacher,
Kenneth Gaburo, had experimented
with a number of sensory deprivation
processes as a part of composition, so
my working with acoustically
transparent headphones in a noisy
environment was just one more kind
of sensory deprivation.

I took my original pier recording and
made three different versions of it
processed through Hover. I then
processed these Hover sounds
through Dispersal, and made four
sounds with that. Then the four
Dispersal sounds were each processed
with a different set of frequencies and
loudnesses set in the FilterBank. The
resulting FilterBank sounds were
processed through Pyramid. The
Pyramid sounds were then processed
through Wraith, which thinned them
out and inverted them. I then arrived
at the tram terminus, and my
workplace.

I had a set of twenty sounds,
including my original sample, to play
with, with each sound representing
some stage in a multi-generational
transformation of the original sound.

The final sounds sounded
nothing like the original, but all
stages of transformation, from
slight to extreme, were
represented in my final sound
set. On the train home (not
quite as noisy as the tram, but
still pretty dominating), I
decided to make some mixes
using PlayMix. I made three
short mixes varying in length,
from three to five minutes.
When I got home, and I could
hear what I was doing, I decided
I liked both the samples and the
mixes, and I simply mixed
together the three mixes to get
the final result, which can be
heard as the middle section of
my new piece, Before, At and
After the Pier, on my
www.warrenburt.com website.
Direct link:
http://www.warrenburt.com/jou
rnal/2011/6/19/before-at-and-
after-the-port-a-new-piece-
using-process-pack.html.

Process Pack can obviously be
used in conjunction with other
sound modifying programs. In
fact, working in tandem with it

and a sound editor at least makes
things a lot easier. But my little
experiment showed that by using just
the resources available within it, one
can construct pieces which have a
great amount of interest.

The program has an extensive and
helpful on-line manual. I hope that
eventually this will also be available as
a pdf download. However, the
program is still in development, with a
number of other processes scheduled
to be added to it, so hopefully, once
things are a bit more advanced, and
documentation is stabilized, a pdf
manual will become a reality. In the
meantime, however, even at this
stage of development, Process Pack
offers a wealth of resources to those
who want to explore the wonderful
and intricate world of composing with
sound modification.
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